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Introduction

Imagine that it is the year 1998 and you are a slave. Although slavery, in and of itself, may arguably be the worst living
condition, imagine that there are different scenarios that could make your life as a slave worse. What would they be?
Would it be worse if you were a five-year-old who, for no other reason than the fact that you are a *170  virgin and
related to someone who owed a favor to the gods, was subjected to a lifetime of repeated sexual and physical abuse?
Maybe your life as a slave would be made worse by knowing that it was your own parents, who for all intents and
purposes love you dearly, who assented to you becoming a slave? Would you despair? Or would you pray that someone
does something? Let's pretend that you prayed--and that your prayers were answered: the government has outlawed
slavery and has stated, quite convincingly, that anyone who forced a child to become a slave would be prosecuted. You
are excited; you think, “This is it! I can soon go home and be free.” So you wait. You wait for your master to declare
you free. You wait for your family to come get you. You wait for the government to come arrest your master. You wait.
And you wait. You have been waiting for over thirteen years. Thirteen years for the government to stop what they know
is happening. But they don't. And your family doesn't come. It is now 2011 and you have stopped waiting. And although
you know that slavery is a crime, you stay. Why? There is nowhere else to go.

You might wonder why, in this imagination exercise, you are forced to resign to your position as a slave. This is because,

if you were a Trokosi slave, you would be living a life resigned to the fact that you will always be a slave. 1  *171

Although “Trokosi [slavery] is a crime being carried out openly,” 2  very little has been done to avenge the harm inflicted
on its victims, many of them pre-pubescent girls. As scholar Aziza Naa-Kaa Botchway adeptly puts it, while Trokosi

slavery may be abolished by law, it is maintained in practice. 3  In response to the inadequate legal remedies available to

the Trokosi victims, this note explores one possible option for these enslaved individuals: asylum in the United States. 4

Although this note is not meant to be an exhaustive discussion of the responsibilities of the international community
regarding the human rights violations in Ghana, it does attempt to show that the international community can change
the lives of Trokosi victims and influence Ghana's governmental responses (or lack thereof) to human rights abuses
against the Trokosi women of Ghana. Indeed, this note argues that asylum protection should be extended to victims of
Trokosi slavery because such an extension is in accordance with U.S. *172  legislation and existing case law.

Part I provides a brief historical analysis of the Trokosi practice. Part II discusses the national and international laws
violated by the practice of fetish slavery. Part III provides several explanations as to why Trokosi slavery continues to
exist despite its violation of several national and international laws. Part IV discusses why U.S. asylum protection should
be extended to victims of Trokosi slavery.
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I. Origins of the Trokosi Belief System

The Trokosi belief system 5  is a traditional African religious institution in Ghana 6  believed to have originated *173  in

the 17th century. 7  The term “Trokosi” is an Ewe (pronounced Ay-vay) word that literally translates to “mean[] ‘slavery

to the Gods [or deity].”’ 8  Precisely, “Tro” is translated to mean “god” while “Kosi” can be interchangeably used to

mean virgin, slave, or wife. 9  However, some have attempted to give it a more dignified meaning through the explanation

that the enslaved women have been divinely chosen to be the wives of the gods. 10  Regardless of which definition one
espouses, a Trokosi is a young virgin child who, because of various reasons beyond her control, becomes the property

of a priest believed to be the physical being through whom the gods communicate to the human world. 11

Trokosi slavery “is a tradition that involves young [pre-pubescent] girls being offered by their parents to traditional

priests in the faith that such an action will atone the sins committed by their parents or their relatives.” 12  Once offered
as objects through which reparations are made, these young girls are subjected to a *174  life filled with hard physical
labor and sexual abuse. Viewed as mere objects, “‘the girls have no right whatsoever in deciding when and who in the

shrine should have sexual intercourse with them.”’ 13  Often they are left to fend for themselves because priests have no

obligation to ensure the girls' physical well-being, including providing food. 14

As previously noted, to be offered to the gods as repayment for the protection of the girl's family, a Trokosi slave must
fulfill two conditions: 1) she must be a virgin girl, and 2) she must be related to those believed to be protected by the

gods. 15  Aside from these two criteria, there are no restrictions on who can become a Trokosi slave. A girl can become a

Trokosi slave at any age; this is seen in the fact that a girl can be born into slavery. 16  *175  Although the most common
reason one becomes a Trokosi slave is to atone for sins committed by family members, a girl can also become a slave
for several other reasons. A fetish priest may demand that a family send a virgin girl to the shrine if one of her relatives
“promised to make such an offer for any service rendered by the god” or even because, in instances where a mother had

difficulty giving birth, the girl is believed to have been “born with the help of the god.” 17  Regardless of the way that
a girl becomes a fetish priest's property, the circumstances leading to her enslavement are those over which she rarely

has control. 18

Central to the Trokosi belief system is the fetish priest to whom the girl becomes a slave. Fetish priests are the spiritual
leaders of the Trokosi religion. Fetish priests, unlike the leaders of the world's major religions, are believed to have

direct communication with the gods. 19  Because “priests have the power to communicate directly with the gods and . . .

influence the spirit world,” 20  the fetish priests' followers never question their demands and desires. This blind faith in
the validity of the fetish priest's *176  demand may be a result of the historically mild demands made by the priests. At
the time of the religion's founding, priests demanded non-human items such as money, liquor, and cattle. However, this

changed as a result of the fetish priests' declaration that the gods could only be appeased by virgins. 21  As individuals
began to see their desires come to fruition after they gifted the priests, they began to connect these occurrences with the
priest. In this way, their faith in the priest's power was firmly cemented. As a result, they were often willing to provide
whatever they believed was necessary to ensure that the gods continued to favor them. Thus, when priests began to

gradually shift from demanding monetary compensation to demanding virgin girls, this change met little resistance. 22

The power allocated to the fetish priests allowed them to use “their authority to compete socially with others.” 23  Getting
a family to give up their virgin daughter was a simple matter of imposing a monetary fine so high that the only way a

family could afford it was to provide a child to pay off the debt through physical labor. 24  The fear of the power possessed
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by these priests is so great that some families have provided a virgin female child for *177  generations to appease the

gods for “crimes committed so long ago” that no one remembers what the crime was or even its nature. 25  Although the
sexual abuse faced by Trokosi slaves is widely known amongst Trokosi practitioners, it is rarely questioned because of the

belief that “[t]he sexual organs of the priest are dedicated to the gods of the shrine.” 26  Therefore, “when [the fetish priest]

forces himself on the Trokosi slave girls,” 27  it is viewed simply as an act decreed by the divine ruler. This belief serves to
cement a girl's bondage to the priest--it is a very rare occurrence when a Trokosi slave finds someone willing to defy the
priest and attempt to help her escape his control. Once a girl becomes a Trokosi slave, very little can be done to break her
bondage to the priest. From the moment she arrives at the shrine, the priest controls every aspect of the slave's life. As in
any master-slave relationship, the fetish priest “exerts full ownership rights over the girl . . . controlling her interaction

with others, demanding labor and sex from her, and denying her education, food, and basic health services.” 28

Upon arriving at the shrine, a ritual is performed in which the parents (or the family member offering the child) relinquish

all rights to the child. 29  After the parents' presentation of the girl, she is then forced to “kneel[] in *178  the shrine
in front of [the priest] and the [male] village elders . . . . Then, while chanting, they strip her of . . . all of her clothes

until she is bowed and humiliated in front of them.” 30  Upon the priest's acceptance of the girl as his Trokosi slave, an

initiation ritual ensues. 31  Spanning over a two-week time period, the initiation ceremony of a Trokosi slave begins with

the pouring of libation, 32  and later, the girl is subjected to “an initiation rite known as tsi de de ta . . . and [[] a ritual

bath called agbametsilele in the inner shrine.” 33  The newly initiated slave is also given “concoctions [believed to] make

her a faithful and dedicated devotee and [to] prevent her from running away.” 34  The girl's initiation into her life as a

slave is completed with a wardrobe that identifies her as the property of the fetish priest to all those that see her. 35  At

the conclusion of her initiation ceremony, the girl's physical appearance is altered to indicate her new status. 36  After
having her hair shaved, the girl is then clothed in grey calico or clothes of blue and black hues; in addition, she is given a

necklace, called a la, which consists of fiber strands or raffia leaf, to wear. 37  Thus marked, the girl's physical appearance
serves as a barrier *179  between her and the rest of the world; only those willing to face the gods' wrath, through the
physical being of the fetish priest, dare approach the Trokosi slave without the permission of her master.

II. National and International Laws Prohibiting Slavery, in General, and Trokosi Slavery, in Particular

There exist numerous legal prohibitions against modern-day slavery, both national and international. In Ghana's
Constitution alone, several provisions can be pointed to as justification for the argument that the Trokosi slavery system
goes against the fundamental principles upon which the nation was founded. If these constitutional arguments are not
convincing enough, there also exists the Criminal Code Act of 1998 (“Criminal Code”). In addition to its national laws,
Ghana is a signatory to many international agreements that specifically prohibit human rights abuses such as those
existing within the Trokosi slavery system. It is apparent that “the problem of the Trokosi is not one created by a want

of legislation; rather,” 38  it is created by the lack of mechanisms necessary to enforce the laws, and also a lack of desire
to do so.

A. Ghana's Constitution

Although first established as a republic in July *180  1960, 39  Ghana's current Constitution was adopted in April of

1992. 40  Several articles under the 1992 Constitution can be pointed to as support for the eradication of the Trokosi

slavery system. 41  A thorough examination of the 1992 Constitution reveals that, while the Ghanaian Constitution does
afford its citizens the freedom of religion, it does not do so at the expense of an individual's liberty interest.
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Article 21(4)(e) recognizes the limitations on religious freedom by affording the government the flexibility to restrict

any religious practices that may conflict with any other rights afforded by the Constitution. 42  This provision of the
Constitution permits the enactment of laws that “‘safeguard[[] the people of Ghana against the teaching or propagation

of a doctrine which exhibits or encourages . . . or incites hatred against other members of the community.”’ 43  Although
Article 21(4)(e) does not directly deal with the issue of slavery or forced labor, it is applicable because it allows the
Ghanaian government to enact statutes and regulations banning any religious acts *181  or traditions that compromise
the values upon which the nation was founded. And what value could be more important than the value placed on the
liberty of Ghana's people?

In addition, slavery is explicitly prohibited by the 1992 Constitution. Article 16 states that “no person shall be held in

slavery or servitude” nor shall anyone “be required to perform forced labour.” 44  There is no doubt that the girls offered
to the fetish priests are slaves. Therefore, the Trokosi slavery system is a direct violation of Article 16.

Under Article 26(2), “[a]ll customary practices which dehumanize or are injurious to the physical and mental well being

of a person are prohibited.” 45  There is no question that the physical and mental health of a Trokosi slave is negatively
impacted by her forced servitude. With sole responsibility for her upkeep, but no access to money or a food garden, a

Trokosi slave sometimes goes for days without food. 46  Furthermore, no medical care or educational support is provided

to the girl once she becomes the property of the fetish priest. 47  In fact, many Trokosi slaves are illiterate. 48  In addition,

the slaves are often forced to carry out their pregnancies and give birth *182  with no medical assistance. 49  Thus,
because the slaves' physical and mental well-being is often neglected, the Trokosi slavery system directly violates Article
26(2) of the 1992 Constitution.

The Ghanaian government is also authorized to limit certain practices should those practices violate the standards
promoted under Article 37. Under Section 2 of this provision, the government may enact any laws necessary to secure
“the protection and promotion of all other basic human rights and freedoms, including the rights of the disabled, the

aged, children and other vulnerable groups.” 50  As the vast majority of the Trokosi slaves enter into slavery before they
reach adulthood, the government can act under the authority of Article 37 to outlaw the practice of offering young girls
to fetish priests. Even in the rare instance where a slave enters captivity as an adult, the government can act under the
“other vulnerable group” clause of Article 37(2).

Article 15 of the 1992 Constitution can also be used to support governmental interference with religious freedom to
the extent necessary to remove any degrading practices. Under Article 15(1), “[t]he dignity of all persons shall be

inviolable.” 51  There is no doubt that a Trokosi woman who is completely controlled by and “who must fulfill the sexual

pleasures of the fetish priest” is left with no dignity. 52  In addition, gender issues are raised by the *183  Trokosi slavery

system. Under Article 17(2), “discriminat[ion] against [a person] on grounds of gender” is prohibited. 53  Since 99.99% of

the individuals offered as slaves are girls, 54  the Trokosi slavery system is a form of gender discrimination. Consequently,
one can point to both Articles 15(1) and 17(2) to further prove the unconstitutionality of fetish slavery.

B. The Criminal Code Act of 1998

Enacted in June of 1998, the Criminal Code Act of 1998 (“Criminal Code”) was the Ghanaian government's direct
response to the protests of several non-governmental organizations against the continued tolerance of the Trokosi slave

practice. 55  The current Criminal Code is an amendment of the 1960 Criminal Code, which made it a crime to engage in

any ritualized type of forced labor. 56  Section 314(A)(1)(b) of the Criminal Code states that anyone who
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participates in or is concerned in any ritual or customary activity in respect of any person with the purpose
of subjecting that person to any form of ritual or customary servitude or any form of forced labour related
to a customary ritual commits an offence and shall *184  be liable on conviction to imprisonment for a

term not less than three years. 57

Section 314(A)(2) further clarifies that it is not merely the fetish priest who is criminally liable. The girl's parents, the
person who made an agreement with the gods, any spectators at the girl's initiation ritual, and any mediators involved

in the negotiations between the priest and the child's relatives are all subject to criminal prosecution. 58  In addition to its
extensive list of those eligible for prosecution under the statute, the amended Criminal Code also “establishes indecent
assault as a criminal offense and facilitates the prosecution of rape cases, both [of which are] crimes regularly committed

against [T]rokosi slaves.” 59

After the enactment of the Criminal Code, one would expect a rapid drop in the number of Trokosi slaves in Ghana.
However, this has not been the case. This may be the due to the fact that, under the current Criminal Code, almost anyone
with knowledge of the girl's enslavement is subject to criminal liability. This deters individuals with any knowledge of
the bondage from coming forward. In addition, the effectiveness of the Criminal Code has been greatly undermined by

the lack of government  *185  enforcement. As of 2000, 60  the Ghanaian government has yet to enforce the Criminal
Code. Unfortunately, because many Ghanaian officials “view the practice as an integral part of their [own] religious

beliefs,” 61  it may be years before any enforcement mechanism is put into place.

C. International Agreements and Conventions

The Ghanaian government's passive acceptance of the Trokosi slavery system violates numerous international laws

ratified by Ghana. 62  However, despite the international arena's awareness of the issue, 63  Ghana has *186  faced
little international legal consequences. In fact, none of the international conventions that inherently prohibit the

Trokosi slavery practice “appear to have an appropriate enforcement mechanism to bring violators to justice.” 64

Furthermore, due to the embedment of the Trokosi belief system in Ghanaian culture, implementation of international
convention is made even more complicated by the desire of the international community not to appear imperialistic
and/or paternalistic. The risk of appearing imperialistic and/or paternalistic is further heightened in situations where
the violating state “justif[ies] discrimination and noncompliance with human rights conventions on the basis of custom

or cultural practices . . . . [Especially] when the customs are founded on religion.” 65  The issue then becomes: is there
any way for the international community to intervene without intervention being viewed as: (1) an attack on Ghanaian
culture and (2) an imperialistic attack on the sovereignty of the nation? Although this is not an issue explored here, it is
an issue worth keeping in mind when engaging in the asylum debate.

i. The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child

Adopted in 1990 and entered into force on November 29, 1999 by the Organization of African Unity and its *187
member states, the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (“Charter”) recognized the need to eliminate

cultural traditions and practices that harm the welfare of children. 66  As a party to the Charter, Ghana is directed to

take all appropriate measures to eliminate harmful social and cultural practices affecting the welfare,
dignity, normal growth and development of the child and in particular:
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(a) those customs and practices prejudicial to the health or life of the child; and

(b) those customs and practices discriminatory to the child on the grounds of sex or other status. 67

In addition to this directive, the Charter also mandates that member states discourage any “tradition, cultural or religious

practice that is inconsistent with the rights” 68  outlined within the Charter. Despite this mandate, Ghana continues to
disregard the inconsistency between the Charter's directives and the perpetual cycle of mental, physical, and sexual abuse
children face at the hands of the fetish priests.

*188  ii. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 69  (“Covenant”) explicitly prescribes that the liberty interest of

individuals must be protected through a strict rejection of cruel and inhumane treatments. 70  Irrespective of any religious
freedom arguments to be made, it is undeniable that the Trokosi religious practice involves treatments so cruel that one

can make an argument that the fetish priests torture the girls. 71  Furthermore, Article 8 of the Covenant specifically
states:

(1) No one shall be held in slavery; slavery and the slave-trade in all their forms shall be prohibited.

(2) No one shall be held in servitude.

(3)(a) No one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour; 72

Consequently, the continued enslavement of young virgin girls is a direct violation of the Covenant.

*189  iii. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)

Adopted in 1967 by the United Nations General Assembly, CEDAW encourages member states to take the necessary
and appropriate preventive measures to ensure that any existing “customs and practices which constitute discrimination

against women” are either modified or completely abolished. 73  CEDAW lists several rights for which states should take
affirmative measures to ensure that they are extended to women. Specifically, CEDAW mandates that “[s]tate [p] arties
shall take all appropriate measures” necessary to:

Art. 2(d): refrain from engaging in any act or practice of discrimination against women and to ensure that
public authorities and institutions shall act in conformity with this obligation;
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Art. 5(a): modify the social and cultural patterns . . . with a view to achieving the elimination of prejudices
and customary and all other practices which are based on the idea of the inferiority of . . . women;

Art. 10: ensure [women have] equal rights with men in the field of education . . . . 74

*190  Regardless of this mandate, Ghana's government continues to ignore the imprisonment of children by fetish
priests. As a result, thousands of fetish slaves continue to lose their liberty interests, including the right to receive an
education. Furthermore, although it has been noted that CEDAW “has limited application to female children because
the only pertinent provisions relate to early marriage and development of specific educational programs for female

dropouts,” 75  this cannot be construed to mean that the Trokosi slavery system does not violate CEDAW. In fact,
CEDAW is directly violated because the ritual ceremony initiating the girl into Trokosi slavery is essentially a marriage
ceremony binding the girl to the fetish priest.

III. Why the Trokosi Slavery Practice Still Thrives Despite its Violation of National and International Laws

Despite the numerous international and national laws against slavery, conservative estimates postulate that there are

currently about 130 shrines in Ghana housing more than 5000 Trokosi slaves. 76  When one takes *191  into account that
there are Trokosi slaves in other nations, it is estimated that the number of Trokosi slaves worldwide ranges anywhere

between 29,000 and 35,000. 77  It must, however, be noted that these estimates do not take into account the children born

into slavery as a result of the rape of their mothers by the fetish priests. 78  It also does not take into account those slaves
that have died as a result of the brutish living conditions they were forced to suffer. Thus, it invites the question, why
is Trokosi slavery still widely practiced despite the risk of criminal prosecution on both the national and international
level? This section explores several reasons why both the government and the citizens of Ghana ignore, tolerate, and/or
promote the continued existence of Trokosi slavery.

A. Fear

Although there are a variety of reasons why the Trokosi slavery system still has a strong presence in Ghana despite
legislation outlawing it, the simplest and most encompassing explanation of its continued presence is that “[i]t thrive[s]

simply because stark fear prevent[s] anyone from” challenging the powerful fetish priests. 79  It is this fear of the potential
evil that the gods can inflict, through the priests, which deters individuals from *192  disobeying the priests' demands.
The “fear of the death curses” that can be imposed by the priest if one refuses to give up their child to a life of slavery

is also the same fear that prevents the public from reporting the crime to law enforcement agencies. 80  Because of the
strong belief in the powers of the fetish priests, many members of the Ghanaian public believe it is better to turn a blind
eye to the flagrant violations of the laws abolishing the Trokosi slavery system than to report the ongoing crime and

risk “the gods [[] wreak[ing] vengeance upon the[ir] family, or even the entire community.” 81  Consequently, so long as
the belief that the fetish priests “provide protection from various harmful and ‘unfriendly’ powers” remains, it is likely
that Ghanaians living within the priest's community will continue to turn a blind eye to the violation of the enslaved

girls' liberty interests. 82

The fear that prevents the public from speaking against the Trokosi practice is also what, for the most part, prevents
the Ghanaian government from enforcing its law against Trokosi slavery. Like the Ghanaian public, Ghana's law
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enforcement officials “are also afraid to go into the shrines.” 83  Even in instances where the individual *193  officer may
not believe that the priest possesses any powers, he or she may still be “reluctant to enforce the law against ritual servitude,

fearing a popular backlash.” 84  The reluctance of law enforcement officials to challenge the fetish priests is seen in the
fact that, despite the public nature of the girls' enslavement, no one has been prosecuted for violation of Ghana's legal

ban on the practice. 85  As Patience Vormawor, head of the gender programs at International Needs Network Ghana, 86

eloquently puts it,

[i]t is one thing making a law, it is another thing implementing the law. People have not been educated about
the law and the practice. The practice is in very very remote areas. The law enforcement agencies are not
resourced so that they can go to these villages. They are also afraid to into the shrines. And if you want
to go into the shrine they put you to an ordeal . . . . Sometimes people are afraid to give out information
about the practice. If you discuss details about the practice and your experiences the gods will be angry.

You will die. Your *194  parents will die. 87

B. Cultural and Religious Arguments

More often than not, “states will protect their religious practices as a significant part of their culture and will decline to

reprimand or prosecute those whose practices violate human rights standards.” 88  Ghana is no exception. Eradication
of the Trokosi practice is a complex one because, although it began as a religious tradition, it has embedded itself within
Ghanaian culture. Many supporters of fetish slavery tout this argument, claiming that any “campaign against Trokosi

is a campaign against African culture.” 89  In fact, the entrenchment of the Trokosi religious tradition within Ghanaian
culture may have greatly hindered any progress intended by the Criminal Code. This is because when a religious practice
has become instilled within a nation's cultural tradition, “many states do not expressly recognize such practices as

‘discriminatory or biased”’ because the practice has come to be viewed as “the ‘natural’ order of things.” 90  Therefore,
although the Ghanaian government has succumbed to pressure from local and international organizations by outlawing
the Trokosi slavery system, it is unlikely that the Ghanaian government can be convinced to enforce the Criminal Code
in the near future.

*195  The challenges brought by the entrenchment of the Trokosi belief system in Ghanaian culture are further
compounded by issues ranging from constitutional rights to religious freedom. Often, supporters of the Trokosi religious
system cite Article 17(2) of the 1992 Ghanaian Constitution as overriding the Criminal Code. Under Article 17(2),

“discrimination on the grounds of religion” is prohibited. 91  Thus, adherents of the Trokosi religious system claim that
any laws prohibiting engagement in practices believed to appease their gods are a violation of fundamental religious
rights. Moreover, Ghana's government “[o]fficials have been hesitant to restrict [T] rokosi slavery due to [the on-going]

constitutional debate.” 92

However, to succumb to the religious argument is to ignore the reality that religious customs sometimes clash with
certain natural human rights. “It is for this reason that the right to freedom of religion . . . is not always guaranteed

in absolute terms.” 93  Fortunately, the writers of the Ghanaian Constitution recognized this limitation on religious
freedom. As noted in Part II, under Article 26(2), the government may interfere with any religious practice found to be

“‘dehumaniz[ing] or [] injurious to the physical and mental well-being of a person.”’ 94  It is undisputed that the practice
of offering pre-pubescent girls to fetish priests *196  is a dehumanizing action that is a clear violation of their right to
be free.
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C. Other “More Pressing” National Concerns

Although an economically and politically advanced nation, Ghana, like many African nations, is faced with numerous
national concerns, including abject poverty. This has resulted in Trokosi slavery practice becoming a back-burner issue.

Furthermore, as Trokosi shrines are often located in the least developed and “‘remote, inaccessible places”’ 95  of Ghana,
it becomes even easier to sidestep the issue of the Trokosi slavery practice in political debates. Consequently, unless the
government places the issue of child slavery at the forefront, thousands of Ghanaian children will likely become victims
of fetish slavery in the years to come.

In a nation where “many who raise their own children face abject poverty,” 96  it is not unusual for families to attempt
to unload the burden of feeding their children. In Ghana, it is not “unheard of for [the] poor [[families] to give up their

children as maids . . . to persons they perceive as wealthy.” 97  Thus, the prospect of having a child become a live-in
“worker” (and I use this term very loosely) for the most powerful man within the community (the fetish priest) may not
appear so bleak to some, especially since those who subscribe to the Trokosi practice perceive it to *197  be their religious
duty. Consequently, Ghana's poverty issue, “coupled with a lack of governmental resources,” has greatly crippled any

governmental effort to combat the practice. 98

Furthermore, because many government officials ascribe to proclaimed divinity of the fetish priest, some of Ghana's
most powerful men do not perceive fetish slavery to be a national concern. In fact, government ministers and senior

members of Ghana's police and armed forces are said to visit fetish shrines seeking protection and promotions. 99

Without government condemnation, it is unlikely that a practice so embedded within the lives of those who ascribe to
the Trokosi belief system will soon be eradicated. Sadly, the government's disinterest in the enslavement of children for
religious purposes, although increasingly criticized, has been met with very little public backlash.

D. Victims' Unwilling Resignation

Unfortunately, one of the driving forces behind the continued perpetuation of the Trokosi slavery system is the fact that
its victims often resign themselves to a life they view as inescapable. Because they are “[g]roomed from a very young age

into accepting their servitude, the [Trokosi slaves] are not in a position to refuse” their status. 100  Furthermore, although
unsatisfied with her life, *198  a Trokosi slave may not protest her position because she feels obligated to protect her
family--after all, wouldn't unmentionable harms come to her family if she leaves the shrine of the fetish priest?

Another factor contributing to the passive resistance of the Trokosi slave is the bleak nature of any prospective future
outside of the priest's home. “After the girls have been branded as Trokosi slaves, their families refuse to take them back,

and they may become outcasts.” 101  The fear of angering the gods, which led families to give up their daughters, is the
same fear that prevents them from accepting their daughters back into these families. The few Trokosi women who are
fortunate enough to leave the shrines must do so knowing that they will be alone in the world. In addition to being

rejected by their families, “the ‘stigma is so strong that many men will have nothing to do with a former [T]rokosi.”’ 102

Therefore, the Trokosi slaves have no hope of creating families of their own. Having lived in the shrines for most, if
not all, of their lives, the fortunate few who are able to leave often face an infinite number of problems. “During their
captivity they receive little or no education and many are illiterate, they often have several children and many cannot

return to their own communities because of the stigma.” 103  In addition, the Trokosi slaves have very few skills essential

for a *199  comfortable life outside the confines of the shrines. 104  These daunting factors all contribute to the female

victims' unwilling resignation to their lives as slaves. In addition, as “the priest may demand her return at any time” 105

after her release, the Trokosi slave may see no point in leaving her prison. The obstacles imposed by the general public
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against the Trokosi slave is so bad that, occasionally, those who have been freed often voluntarily return to the shrines

because the stigma against them makes it impossible for them to create an independent life. 106

IV. How Extension of U.S. Asylum Laws Serves to Help Trokosi Slavery Victims Rebuild Their Lives

In addition to acknowledgement of the fact that “‘[in the law] there is always a gap or a lag between the principle

aspiration and reality,”’ 107  it is important to recognize the need to implement another legal remedy for the Trokosi
victims. This is not to say that the Ghanaian government's violations of its duties to the Trokosi victims should be
ignored. It is simply to say that, when one *200  avenue is ineffective, there must be a continued search for an alternate
option. One such alternate legal option is granting asylum to the victims of Trokosi. Although there is not an extensive
amount of case law particularly discussing the application of asylum rights to Trokosi, in recent history there has been
an increased acknowledgment that victims of gender crimes abroad may rightfully be granted asylum under U.S. laws.
Therefore, asylum protection should be extended to victims of Trokosi because such an extension is in accordance with
U.S. legislation and existing case law.

A. Filing an Asylum Claim, Generally

The end of World War II brought about many changes, especially in regards to the relationships between nations and
the ever-growing human traffic across national borders. Promptly after the creation of the United Nations, in response
to growing concern about “thousands of refugees in Europe who had been driven from their homes [and] . . . had
no country to protect them,” member states adopted a convention which outlines “specific rights and protections that
nations should offer” to those individuals whose safety is either endangered by, or cannot be guaranteed by, their national

government. 108  Although the United States ratified a UN treaty subsequently after the adoption of the convention, it

did not adopt the asylum laws into its own legal system until *201  1980. 109  The Refugee Act of 1980 (“Refugee Act”)

provides the statutory basis under which an immigrant already in the United States can apply for asylum. 110  Because
asylum is granted under the Refugee Act, an applicant must first show that that she meets the definition of refugee under

the Act. 111  In the United States, a “refugee” is statutorily defined as:

any person who is outside any country of such person's nationality . . . and who is unable or unwilling to
return to, and is unable or unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of, that country because
of persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership

in a particular social group, or political opinion . . . 112

The applicant's location at the time of filing determines whether the applicant receives an asylum status or a refugee

status. 113  Once an individual initiates an asylum *202  claim, she must file one of two applications: (1) an affirmative

application or (2) a defensive application. 114  While an affirmative application is the appropriate form for those filing
through the Office of the United States Citizenship and Immigration Service, those who have already been sentenced to

deportation must file a defensive application with the immigration court. 115

An immigrant already in the United States may apply for asylum if she is in danger of being persecuted in her native

state because of “race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group or political opinion.” 116  An asylum
applicant has the difficult burden of proving her eligibility by showing that:
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(1) an incident, or incidents, that rise to the level of prosecution; (2) that is ‘on account of’ one of the
statutorily protected grounds; and (3) is committed by the government or forces the government is either

‘unable or unwilling’ to control. 117

The asylum seeker may satisfy her burden of proof by providing evidence. However, as one might expect, those forced
to flee their homes for their own safety rarely stop *203  to gather evidence. As occurs more often than not, an asylum-
seeker may rely solely on her testimony to satisfy her burden of proof. However, this makes the asylum-seeker's burden
even more difficult to meet as, when only her testimony is offered, she must “satisf[y] the trier of fact that [her] testimony

is credible, is persuasive, and refers” to sufficient examples of particular incidents to prove her refugee status. 118

In addition to making credibility determinations, the Immigration Judge presiding over an asylum case considers several
other factors in determining whether to grant asylum status. The IJ's determination of the validity of asylum claims is

guided by case law, statutory guidelines, and agency rules. 119  From the most basic of observations, such as taking note of
the asylum seeker's physical demeanor, to a more precise scrutinizing of the plausibility of the asylum seeker's testimony,

the IJ takes into account a wide range of considerations in making a decision regarding the asylum application. 120  The IJ
also takes in account factors such as whether there are any inaccuracies in the applicant's oral and written testimonies, and

whether she has sufficiently proven that she is unable to obtain any relief from her native government. 121  In instances

where the IJ does not find that the applicant has met her burden, he renders a *204  negative credibility ruling. 122  The

applicant then has the option to appeal this decision to the Board of Immigration Appeals (“BIA”). 123  In some cases,

an asylum applicant may choose to petition for review of the BIA's decision. 124

B. Gender-Based Asylum Claims

As noted earlier, an applicant is eligible for asylum only if she faces persecution based on religion, race, nationality, or

her membership in a specific political or social group. 125  Although a victim of Trokosi slavery may attempt to argue
that her persecution is based on her religion, this argument will unlikely result in a successful asylum claim. In fact, it
would be extremely difficult to succeed on a religious claim in situations where the perpetrators of the harm subscribe
to the same religious ideals as the victim. However, under U.S. policies and case law, a Trokosi slave can successfully
argue an asylum claim by arguing that she was targeted because of her gender.

As a consequence of the universally agreed upon principle that the needs of displaced women must be addressed and
met by the international community, the early 1990s saw a rise in the recognition of the validity of *205  asylum

claims based on gender discrimination. 126  Around 1991, recognizing that women are members of a particular social
group, “the INS [] determined that violence and oppressive acts against women can constitute human rights violations

warranting asylum.” 127  To lend legitimacy to this recognition, the INS, in 1995, issued several guidelines, including
one entitled “Consideration for Asylum Officers Adjudicating Asylum Claims from Women,” to aid asylum officers in

the interpretation of asylum laws. 128  In addition to several other provisions, the guidelines note that sexual abuse falls

within the same category as other forms of physical violence. 129  Precisely, the guidelines state that “[s]erious physical
harm consistently has been held to constitute persecution. Rape and other forms of severe sexual violence clearly can

fall within this rule.” 130  It is under these guidelines that gender-based asylum claims were scrutinized.

In In re Kasinga, a female genital mutilation case decided in 1996, the BIA recognized that, because female *206  genital
mutilation “‘has been used to control woman's sexuality,”’ it constituted persecution based on the woman's “status
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as a member of the defined social group.” 131  Similarly, in Longwe v. Keisler, a case in which the petitioner sought
asylum after being raped by members of her fiancé's political opposition (the petitioner, herself, was not a politician),
the Second Circuit found that the lack of a direct relationship between the petitioner and the political opposition party

does not undermine a well-founded fear of prosecution. 132  Although these two cases are not representative of all
asylum claims based on gender discrimination, they do provide an illustration of the increasing acceptability of granting
asylum applications based on gender claims. However, it is important to note that, in both cases, the applicants faced
numerous instances of insensitivity and prejudice before finally succeeding on their petitions for review of the IJ's ruling.
Unfortunately, despite the fact that it is now becoming more accepted that women do constitute those “other targeted
groups” eligible for asylum protection, women still continue to face numerous obstacles when petitioning for gender-
based asylum.

These obstacles that women continue to face in the sixteen years since the INS first published its guidelines partially

stem from the fact that the abuses women often face are typically “‘characterized as private or personal”’ 133  *207
affairs that do not require government intervention. Because of this categorization, in instances where the government
is not the direct perpetrator, even when the presiding IJ may recognize that the female applicant was indeed a victim of
gender-based violence, it is unlikely that the IJ will grant asylum. As a result of the hesitancy to grant asylum for gender-

based claims, victims of domestic violence and sexual slavery have faced numerous obstacles in asylum proceedings. 134

This is further compounded by the INS's decision to distinguish between sexual abuse inflicted by state actors and abuse

inflicted by private actors for women asserting sexual abuse in their asylum claims. 135  As a result, in instances where
the perpetrator of the sexual abuse is a private actor not affiliated with the government, courts are less willing to grant

asylum status. 136  It is for this reason that it is necessary to establish a more streamlined process that recognizes the
unique challenges female asylum applicants in general, and Trokosi slaves in particular, face in their asylum hearings
under existing policies and case law.

*208  C. Fiadjoe v. Attorney General of the United States

Fiadjoe v. Attorney General of the United States provides a precise illustration of the obstacles Trokosi slavery victims
currently face in immigration courts. Decided in 2005, Fiadjoe is the only U.S. asylum case that deals with an asylum
application brought by a Ghanaian victim of the Trokosi slavery system. Ms. Fiadjoe, the asylum applicant, was the

daughter of a fetish priest who, for the vast majority of her life, was physically and sexually abused by her father. 137

Similar to victims of domestic violence and female genital mutilation, Ms. Fiadjoe's argument rested on the fact that, if she
were returned to Ghana, the “government authorities [would have been] unable or unwilling to prevent” her continued

enslavement. 138  Unfortunately, also similar to domestic violence and female genital mutilation victims, Ms. Fiadjoe
was subjected to insensitive, and somewhat culturally biased, treatment by the presiding IJ.

Throughout her 2002 asylum hearings, Ms. Fiadjoe was aggressively questioned about the sexual abuse she endured.
During the IJ's questioning of Ms. Fiadjoe, it seems as though he became so frustrated at her inability to communicate
clearly in English that he outright told her that she “was not making any sense” and that “rather than crying, [she] should

just answer the question.” 139  A closer look at the transcript of the hearings shows that Ms. *209  Fiadjoe did answer

his question - she just failed to answer in the grammatically “correct” English that the IJ would have preferred. 140  The
IJ's expressed frustration at Ms. Fiadjoe's heavily accented English caused Ms. Fiadjoe such distress that, at times, she

became so flustered that her responses were indiscernible. 141  In response to these incomprehensible responses, the IJ

deemed Ms. Fiadjoe to be “non responsive to the question[[s].” 142  It appeared that the IJ seemed to have forgotten that,
as a former slave, Ms. Fiadjoe had limited access to education.
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Disregarding the psychological and emotional harm Ms. Fiadjoe had endured as a slave, the IJ “pursued with extreme
insensitivity a subject that must have been particularly painful to Ms. Fiadjoe” - the murder of her fiancé at the hands

of her father. 143  This insensitivity continued even after she began to cry. The IJ then took it upon himself to question
Ms. Fiadjoe, using a tone that

was hostile and at times became extraordinarily abusive. If not by design, in effect, he produced the very
atmosphere that Ms. Jansen [the psychologist assigned to the case] and the INS Guidelines anticipated

would cause memory loss, blocking, dissociating and breakdown. 144

*210  Moreover, “Ms. Fiadjoe was drilled about the most minor details of her claim that her father forced her into

religious and sexual slavery . . . . The IJ thought Ms. Fiadjoe's story was a mere fabrication.” 145  Not only did the
IJ believe Ms. Fiadjoe's claims were false, but he treated them as such. In fact, while questioning Ms. Fiadjoe, the IJ
admitted that, because she could not remember all the dates on which the abuses occurred, he thought Ms. Fiadjoe was

“making up [her] testimony as [she was] going along.” 146  In effect, the IJ made a credibility determination based on
his personal opinion that no such things could have occurred, rather than on the evidence that was presented before
him. In addition, the IJ found that it was sufficient that the Ghanaian government had enacted a law against Trokosi

slavery, even if the law had never been enforced. 147  Although Ms. Fiadjoe timely appealed the IJ's decision, the BIA

dismissed her appeal. 148

Fortunately for Ms. Fiadjoe, the Third Circuit disagreed with the IJ's decision. 149  However, the Third Circuit's decision
did not end Ms. Fiadjoe's ordeal. Her case was remanded back “to the BIA for further remand to a different IJ for a

new hearing.” 150  After reliving and discussing her painful ordeal for over three years, Ms. Fiadjoe was again forced
to become subject to another *211  round of questioning in front of another IJ who would use the same factors as the
previous IJ to make his credibility determination.

D. REAL ID Act & the Cultural, Gender, Language and other Barriers Faced by Trokosi Victims

Because of the uniqueness of their cases - as evidenced by Ms. Fiadjoe's ordeal - Trokosi victims may face a bigger
challenge than typically faced by other female applicants of asylum. This is further compounded by the fact that, while
domestic violence and female genital mutilation issues are widely known among immigration officials, the presiding IJ
may be learning about the Trokosi practice for the first time during the asylum hearing. While it is important to improve
the IJ's credibility determination of all gender-based asylum claims, as the IJ's unfamiliarity with the Trokosi slavery
system makes it more likely that the IJ will find that the victim fabricated her story, it is especially important that the
credibility determinations adopt a more culturally sensitive approach when dealing with Trokosi slavery victims.

The presiding IJ's cultural insensitivity forced Ms. Fiadjoe to spend numerous years recounting the rapes and physical
abuses she was seeking to put behind her. Because IJs are given wide discretion in their credibility determinations, the
insensitivity and bias displayed by the IJ in his questioning of Ms. Fiadjoe did not result in any sanctions. In addition,
the REAL ID Act, enacted in 2005, *212  allowed the IJ to base his credibility determination merely on the clarity of

Ms. Fiadjoe's speech. 151  A supplement to the asylum statute, the REAL ID Act of 2005 allows those acting in an official
capacity in immigration cases, such as asylum officers and immigration judges, to base their credibility determination
on: (1) the fluency and plausibility of the applicant's oral communications, (2) any discrepancies between the applicant's

oral and written statements, and (3) the believability of the applicant's emotional state and physical demeanor. 152
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Since the enactment of the Real ID Act, “judges [have] increasingly base[d] their [credibility] rulings on . . . the clarity and

fluency of the claimant's speech.” 153  Consequently, credibility determinations are often “premised upon the assumption
that political subjects with worthy claims to political refuge are modern, rational individuals who can tell logical,

linear, plausible stories.” 154  Unfortunately, although such an assumption does make it easier for overworked and
overburdened IJs to reach decisions, it does not prompt IJs to make asylum decisions based on the underlying asylum
claims. In fact, the assumption that those with worthy claims have plausible stories greatly harmed Ms. Fiadjoe's claim.
Even after acknowledging that the U.S. Department of State *213  has published an article on the Trokosi religion in
Ghana, the presiding IJ in Fiadjoe “rejected the evidence that Trokosi was a form of religion” and instead, opined that

it was merely a cult. 155  Such a determination reflects the IJ's belief that Ms. Fiadjoe chose to subject herself to a life of
sexual and physical slavery and that she was free to walk away from it at any point.

In addition to credibility determinations made based on plausibility of speech, the Real ID Act also allows IJs to examine
the consistency of all the statements given by the applicant. Although this is standard procedure in all legal hearings,
because of the nature of the asylum claims, examination of the consistency between various statements made by the
applicant warrants special consideration. As the Fiadjoe Court noted, in determining whether the discrepancies in an
applicant's statements “constitute[] substantial evidence to support . . . [an] adverse credibility determination[], it is

necessary to examine the circumstances in which the statement was given.” 156  However, the IJ who presided over Ms.
Fiadjoe's case failed to do this. In fact, the IJ went so far as to accuse Ms. Fiadjoe of lying because she revealed to the

court information she did not previously reveal to her psychiatrist. 157

The Third Circuit, however, noted that the inconsistencies between Ms. Fiadjoe's testimony and her statement to the

airport immigration officer do not, on *214  their own, support a determination that Ms. Fiadjoe is not credible. 158  As
the Third Circuit properly noted, initial immigration interviews, such as those taken at airports, are

likely to be hurried; language difficulties arise; . . . an arriving alien who has suffered abuse in his home

country may be reluctant to reveal full information in his or her first meeting with the government. 159

However, although the Third Circuit did consider the circumstances under which the applicant made her statements, this
is not the set standard for all IJs across the nation. In the case of the Trokosi slave victim, it is especially important that IJs
take note, not only of the circumstances under which they made their statements, but also of the lack of control Trokosi
slaves have over their lives. As Trokosi slaves are subjected to captivity since birth or early childhood, it is impossible to
remember the precise date of every rape and beating they endured before they were able to escape. This was the case for
Ms. Fiadjoe, who was berated for her inability to remember precisely when the rapes actually began.

The third factor listed in the REAL ID Act, the applicant's emotional displays and physical demeanor, further distracted
the IJ from focusing on Ms. Fiadjoe's claims. In Fiadjoe, the IJ went so far as to admonish her for crying, only to later

turn around and admonish her for *215  making “sounds as if [she was] crying [but her] eyes stay[ed] dry.” 160  The IJ's
disbelief of Ms. Fiadjoe's testimony made it such that, regardless of Ms. Fiadjoe's physical and emotional demeanor at
any given time, he was inclined to construe it as a false pretense purposely designed to elicit sympathy.

A. Trokosi Slaves As “Other Target Groups” Under Asylum Laws

As damaging as the IJ's employment of the credibility factors espoused in the Real ID Act were to Ms. Fiadjoe's case,
they are even more damaging to future asylum applicants who are victimized by the Trokosi slavery system. In his
decision, the IJ held that, “[t]he Court will not find that a Trokosi slave constitutes a particular social group, insofar as it
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is rather a miniscule part of the general population of Ghana.” 161  Not only did the IJ dismiss Ms. Fiadjoe's experiences
as improbable, but he also dismissed the human rights abuses endured by all Trokosi slaves simply because they make up
a small portion of Ghana's total population. Although Ms. Fiadjoe's case was remanded, the IJ's statement is troubling
in that he made an asylum decision based on the number of people being harmed, and not the harm itself. His statement
that Trokosi slaves cannot constitute “a particular social group” warranting asylum protection because they do not
make up a large part of Ghana's population is inconsistent with the asylum statute. Rather than focusing on the number
of *216  victims, asylum law focuses on why the harm was inflicted and whether the national government can prevent
any future harm.

Under U.S. asylum laws, membership in a specific social group is established when it is proven that the applicant is a part

of a “‘group that is cognizable, cohesive, and [whose] members are being singled out for persecution.”’ 162  Membership
in a particular social group for asylum purposes is determined under a four-part test established in Sanchez-Trujillo v.

Immigration and Naturalization Service. 163  Under Sanchez-Trujillo, an asylum applicant qualifies as a member of “a
particular social group” when: (1) she has identified the group requiring asylum protection, (2) she establishes that she
is a member of this particular group, (3) the group's member have, in fact, been targeted for persecution based on the

specific characteristics of its members, and (4) special circumstances exist which prohibit their deportation. 164  Once the
asylum applicant has shown that all four components exist, she has met her burden of proof.

A Trokosi slave can easily satisfy the requirements set forth under Sanchez-Trujillo. The group requiring asylum
protection in claims brought forth by Trokosi slavery victims are young, virgin, females who come from families that
subscribe to the Trokosi belief system. Each applicant can, on an individual basis, establish her membership as a Trokosi
slave through her oral *217  testimony. The third Sanchez-Trujillo requirement can be met through education about
the Trokosi belief system. As has been noted by numerous legal and non-legal researchers, Trokosi slaves are chosen
based on their age, sexual experience, and relationship to the alleged sinner. As for the fourth Sanchez-Trujillo factor, the
Trokosi slave applicant can meet the “special circumstances” requirement either by showing that she was already a slave

and will be forced back into slavery if returned, or that there is a high probability that she will be forced into slavery. 165

Conclusion

Asylum laws can be very complex, and oftentimes, their application to particular circumstances is contentious. It is even
more contentious when dealing with gender-based asylum claims that are often regarded as private matters that do not
require government interference. However, in keeping with the legislative intent, it is important that asylum decisions are
made based on the requirements set forth under asylum laws, not based not on whether the crime occurred in a “private
setting” or on the number of individuals affected by that particular human rights abuse.

As was evidenced in Fiadjoe, even after it has been ruled that women can constitute a “particular social group” under
asylum laws, asserting a gender-based *218  asylum claim is often made more difficult by the unwillingness to extend
asylum laws to the new groups of asylum applicants that continue to emerge. For unfortunate women who may find
themselves before an IJ with a viewpoint similar to that of the IJ who initially heard Ms. Fiadjoe's case, this hesitancy
to extend asylum laws to Trokosi victims may well be the difference between life and death. However, to deny asylum
to an applicant with a valid claim, simply because the nature of the crime is so incredulous, contradicts the legislative
intent of asylum laws.
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164 Id. at 1574-75.

165 See id. at 1575 n.4 (explaining that there must be an existing circumstance warranting fear of persecution).

13 RUTRLR 169
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